Public Health Wolverhampton and
Creative Health (Arts and Health) CIC presents

SCHOOL TOUR 2017

Straight Talking is a
facilitated workshop
for Year 5.
Led by two actors, the audience watches the
filmed story of Jenny, a young girl on a mission
to make her home smokefree.
During breaks in the film the actors and children from the audience
bring Jenny’s predicament to life, having conversations about smoking
around children and giving the character advice on how to succeed.
After watching the film, each child is invited to reflect and review
individually for a short time, writing down what they learned; how it
made them feel and what they would like to do about smoking in their
own environment. The actors stay with them, answering additional
questions that crop up as a result of their reflection and leading
further group discussions as appropriate.
Children are then offered a postcard about smoking around children,
including a link to watch the film at home, and asked to consider if
there is anyone they would like to deliver it to. They are invited to take
it away with them and give to a smoker, as a respectful plea to keep
their smoke away from them and other children or non-smokers.
“Straight Talking was funded by Wolverhampton Public Health as part of
a wider 0-19s smokefree programme. A key priority for Public Health is
working towards a smokefree Wolverhampton. Not only do we want to
protect children from exposure to second hand smoke, we also want to
discourage young people from starting smoking. Providing children with the
knowledge and confidence to do this is essential; Straight Talking provides
them with the tools to achieve this.”
Sophie Pagett, Public Health Development Manager, Wolverhampton Public Health
Images from the film Straight Talking, directed by Gino Evans and produced by
Brickhouse Productions.

789

nine and ten year olds
participated in workshops in

97%

wrote down correct facts about
smoking and second hand smoke.
“I have learned that even second hand smoke can cause
illness and disease and I’m mad now that Dad smokes in
the kitchen near me and my little sister. It’s not fair. But
I also learned he’s addicted to the nicotine so it will
be hard for him to stop.”

95%

79%

said they felt confident enough to
give a friend advice on how to speak
respectfully to a smoker and ask
them to smoke outside.

“My Nan was looking for a way to talk to people who came
to her house about not smoking and I helped her do it.
She put the (Straight Talking) postcard up.”

said they wanted to
take action against second
hand smoking, and named
15 different strategies
they could consider.

“I would like to talk to smokers and if they can’t stop then
I’d ask them politely not to smoke around children. They
are supposed to set an example to children and they
are not doing that if they smoke in front of them.”

All teachers experiencing the
workshop said children had
gained valuable knowledge.
“Taking part in debate and role-playing really helped
them understand the issues. The approach of the
delivery team meant all children successfully heard
and understood the message clearly.”

55%

of children claimed to have
either stopped someone smoking,
or stopped someone smoking around
them, since the workshop.
“I share a room with my big sister and it really bothered me when she
smoked in there. After that day, next time she lit a cigarette I told her
nicely it was making me upset. She was shocked and since then has
only smoked outside. I feel great I did it and I’ll keep on
gently pushing her to stop smoking altogether.”

18

schools

IN 2017 in Wolverhampton

During the workshop,
all children reflect
on their learning
and write down
their thoughts,
feelings and plans
for action. Creative
Health studies their
reflections for:
• Awareness – what they have learned
during the workshop in relation to
smoking and second hand smoke
• Activism – what they would like to do
to protect themselves and others from
second hand smoke
Two weeks after their workshop,
five schools were re-visited
to check in on what children
remembered and in particular to
measure:
• Assertiveness – did they still display
confidence to pass on their knowledge
regarding smoking and second hand
smoking?
• Influence – had they had any success
in speaking to a smoker and influencing
their behaviour?

Of the 220 children
children in the
sample, 170 said
they were in close
contact with a
smoker before the
workshop.

FURTHER
INFORMATION
To find out more about Straight Talking
view the film at:
www.westmidlandsartshealthandwellbeing.org.
uk/news/159/95/straight-talking-the-film.html
To know more about Creative Health CIC
Visit: www.creativehealthcic.co.uk
Email: kategant@creativehealthcic.co.uk
For support to stop smoking contact
Wolverhampton Healthy Lifestyles Service
Phone: 01902 553838
To find out more about Drug Education in
Wolverhampton, please contact the Children
and Young People’s Health Improvement Team.
Email: healthy.schools@wolverhampton.gov.uk
Telephone: 01902 555928

Wolverhampton City Council is working with the NHS to provide this stop smoking service.

